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Capital Markets: Back to the Future
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are nearly even, despite a greatly increased base index rate. If this trend
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continues, interest rates will move back toward the mean, and that makes

tude of the rate hikes. Based on recent comments by Chairman Powell,
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raised during the pandemic might finally find a home in acquisitions of

Fed Funds rate in the 1.90 percent to 2.50 percent range by the end of the

assets stacked on top of assumable debt, as the blended cost of capital may

year. Some forecasts expect even more rate increases in 2023.

be cheaper than a full leverage permanent loan in the coming years.

Expected rate trajectory still below historical levels. Despite various

Rising rates could disrupt construction. As lending costs rise, cap rates

concerns, it is important to view these rate hikes in historical context. At

may increase to make cash on cash returns feasible to core holders. This

the pinnacle of the last real estate cycle in 2005-2006, prior to the Great

suggests that either construction and land costs would decrease, or devel-

Financial Crisis, the commercial real estate market was clicking away

opment could slow. Depending on what happens with job growth, income

with a Fed Funds rate as high as 5.30 percent, and a 10-year Treasury

growth and the economy in the coming months, this could result in an

Rate as high as 5.23 percent. That is still below the average 10-year Trea-

even greater supply/demand imbalance for the residential and industri-

sury Rate of 6.07 percent over the past 50 years. While the Fed Funds rate

al sectors, as well as other property types. During the last two periods of

has hovered around zero for more than a decade, the planned Fed hikes

Fed rate hikes, from 2005-2006 and 2015-2018, residential permitting con-

will still keep interest rates at relative historical lows. It may have an im-

tinued to increase throughout the rising interest rate environment. Con-

pact on a market that has seen cap rates compress and construction costs

struction of non-residential properties also had expansionary momentum

rise, due to a low interest rate environment. Despite this, history demon-

in those spans; however, in the early 1980s, when the overnight lending

strates it is possible to have a strong commercial real estate market in a

rate was higher and rose more rapidly, residential construction permitting

higher rate environment than many currently contemplate.

did slow.
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High Inflation Pressures Persist
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* Permits Through February; CPI and Fed Funds Rate Through March
Sources: BLS; Federal Reserve; The Conference Board

Interest Rates Firmly Set on Upward Path;
Investors Execute Plans Accordingly
Interest Rate Trends
30-Day SOFR

Multiple strategies available for investors. Action plans become even
more important in times of volatility and uncertainty. Both owners of

30-Yr Fixed Rate Mortgage

existing properties and investors planning new purchases are looking to
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lock in low interest rate financing while it is still available. While real
estate owners may scoff at today’s lending rates, spoiled by the incredi-
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bly low interest rates of the last few years, rates today are still at historic
lows, and indications suggest they may not decrease any time soon. Rate
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locks at application and forward rate locks are becoming a more important consideration than rate or leverage for many. This makes Life Com-
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pany debt a much more attractive option than risking a major retrade,
prior to closing a CMBS execution. One of the bright spots of the recent
rate hike is a decreased defeasance cost for loans that are currently se-
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curitized. More owners may consider refinancing loans that are a year
or two from maturity, paying the reduced defeasance cost, and recasting
the loan for more term at what are still historically low rates. For transitional assets, rates are still very appealing, though steadily widening. It

Cap Rate vs. Treasury
Average Cap Rate
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12%

still makes sense to execute now before the risk of cap rate decompression and debt yield expansion plague higher-proceed alternatives. For
development deals, getting a project out of the ground now may result in
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reduced competition and supply concerns by the time the project opens.
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Rates are unlikely to decrease in the near future. While nobody can
predict the future, there are enough signs and evidence that the current
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low rate environment may be coming to an end for this cycle, given inflationary pressures. There are steps owners can take now to preserve asset
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value through accretive debt that is still at historical lows, despite the
recent rate hike. Owners focusing too much on the conditions of the past
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decade, who are waiting for rates to become significantly lower, may find
themselves in a more difficult position down the road, when rates are

* Through March
** Preliminary estimate as of April 18, 2022
Average cap rate for transactions of apartments, offices, retail and industrial
Sources: IPA Research Services; BLS; CoStar Group, Inc.; Federal Reserve; Freddie Mac;
Real Capital Analytics

significantly higher and regressing to the historical mean.
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